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INTRODUCTION 
During studies aimed at discovering potent bioactives compounds,During studies aimed at discovering potent bioactives compounds,
bacterial strains, named LMB 3701 and LMB 3707 were isolated from Dbagh
springs in Algeria and taxonomically identified assprings in Algeria and taxonomically identified as
licheniformis (Accession Numbers LMB3701 No.:KX100031,
No.:KX100032)( Aissaoui et al.,2018). These two isolates exhibited antimicrobial
compounds against multidrug resistant bacteria. In this study, the samecompounds against multidrug resistant bacteria. In this study, the same
extracts were attempts at investigating the spectrum of antifungal proprieties
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Tabb. 1.BioactiveT :the mycelial growth in treatment (mm).
C: the mycelial growth of the control (mm).
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Fig.3. Rath inhibition of cruds extracts on
A.flavus and C.herbarum (100µl).

CONCLUSIONCONCLUSION
Taken collectively between the obtained results of the present study and  GCTaken collectively between the obtained results of the present study and  GC

exhibited antifungal potential. However, the presence of fatty acid displays an additive antifungal activity. It is fulfilled
of activity that these molecules may serve as pattern for the development of news agents from natural source which could help

human health and preserve environment for pollution.human health and preserve environment for pollution.
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Phenol Antibacterial potency (Aissaoui etPhenol Antibacterial potency (Aissaoui et

al.,2018)
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Antibacterial potency ( Aissaoui et 
al.,2018); application as prodrugs
(Korchowiec et al., 2010)
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Bioactive compounds identified in the two ethyl acetate extracts fromBioactive compounds identified in the two ethyl acetate extracts from
thermophilic Bacillus licheniformis using GC-MS (Aissaoui et al.,2018).
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CONCLUSIONCONCLUSION
Taken collectively between the obtained results of the present study and  GC-MS analysis in earlier report, we can imply that the phenolicTaken collectively between the obtained results of the present study and  GC-MS analysis in earlier report, we can imply that the phenolic

exhibited antifungal potential. However, the presence of fatty acid displays an additive antifungal activity. It is fulfilled from the observed scale 
of activity that these molecules may serve as pattern for the development of news agents from natural source which could help to promote 

human health and preserve environment for pollution.human health and preserve environment for pollution.
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